
Essential Oil Wizardry

~ Alchemy Subcription Package ~
Month of September

Essential Oil of the Month: Clary Sage
Wizard Alchemy Blend: LucidiOil
Essential Oil Tincture: Pure Bliss [2nd Generation Bliss Package]
Mister Spray / Magick Massage Oil: Oil of Elevation Massage
Docta's Pick: Muhuhu

Organic Clary Sage (Steam Distilled) ~ France 

Clary Sage is an herbaceous scent that is deeply relaxing, euphoric and popular amongst women.  … 
CS is super interesting to vaporize using an Essential VAAAPP vaporizer as it quite euphoric (similar 
to cannabis without slowing of consciousness, fogginess or time dilation).  May be helpful as an aid to 
drop into meditation, or relaxation after work.  

Women may find benefit using Clary Sage for it's anti-spasmodic properties to soothe the womb during
menstrual cycle.  Apply several drops per ounce in your favorite massage oil for a deeply soothing 
blend.  Try adding 1-2 drops in 16 ounces of hot water for a meditative herbal tea concoction.  Clary 
Sage relaxes the environment when added to a diffuser.  In-Joy!

LucidiOil (Ceremonial & Anointing Blend)

This sacred blend was inspired by Lucidity Festival 2015 to match the intention & energy of the event.  
At the time of it's inception in April, this was my most complex blend ever formulated truly being 
guided by higher intuition and passion. The bottles shipped in this month's package were the same 
bottles specifically created for Lucidity earlier this year.

LucidiOil is formulated to clear the energy of an environment using dynamic diffusion (finger-snap 
method), as an anointing blend for the third-eye. Infuse onto palo santo wood for an extra worldly 
cleanse or drizzle a few drops onto your bandana!  Incorporate into morning meditation and use as your
studio/temple blend to harmonize the environment.  Excellent to share on the dance floor, high vibes!

Ingredients: African Copal Bark (CO2), Basil (Sweet), Elemi, Eucalyptus Radiata, Fir (Silver), 
Frankincense Carterii (CO2), Juniper Berries (CO2), Palo Santo, Pine (Black), Rosemary 
Cineole, Spearmint, Styrax liquidambar infused into Fractionated Coconut Oil



Essential Oil Wizardry

Pure Bliss (2nd Generation Bliss Package)

A friend in Santa Fe, NM has developed a process utilizing sunlight to vibrationally tune alcohol to a 
variety of different medicinal tools. Pure Bliss offers such a level of clarity that it becomes rather 
euphoric.  1-3 drops instantly washes a person, clearing their field and wiping the mental lens away 
from static.  This tincture neutralizes harmful or unhelpful energies through alchemical transmutation. 
In conjunction with Self-Organizing Principle creates a very potent 1,2-combination, by neutralizing, 
clearing and the resetting. 

This combination is highly recommended for ingesting alcohol of any kind, particularly in a barroom 
setting. Adding 1-3 drops of each to most beverages will make them super-structured, meaning they 
will most likely become incredibly stabilized and thus far less toxic, much more protected and more 
shamanically medicinal. The standard dosage is 1-3 drops under tongue, experiment w/ up to 10 drops.

Pure Bliss can added to water or beverages of any kind to transmute energies to more harmonic 
resonance. Highly recommended with non-organic, GMO food or non-medicinal alcoholic drinks. 

Ingredients: Organic Sugar Cane Alcohol, Water, Trace Minerals. Vibrationally tuned using 
sunlight in Santa Fe, New Mexico [Note: NOT homeopathic in nature (nothing ever added)]

Sacred Massage Oil

This massage oil is modeled after our Oil of Elevation and is designed to aid in deeply therapeutic, 
meditative and spiritual massages.  The essences found in this combination are calming, restorative and
assist in the rebalancing of skin sebum.  Incredible for dropping into the body, relaxing and focusing 
the receiver.  This massage oil will soothe the vitality of the skin and serves as a deeply healing 
solution for the receiver user! Apply and enjoy, liberally ~

Ingredients: Organic Cedar Atlas, Wildcrafted Frankincense (CO2), Organic Myrrh (CO2) 
infused into Fractionated Coconut Oil

Muhuhu (Steam Distilled) ~ Kenya

Muhuhu is frequently known as African Sandalwood and is considered to be a slightly cheaper 
alternative to the fleeting Sandalwood essence.  Deep, rich and sensual to the nose, this essence has 
calming and aphrodisiac effects and known anti-microbial properties.  Vaporized in an Essential 
VAAAPP is out of this world – grounding yet expansive and rich in flavor.   Smells great worn on the 
body, clothes or blended in botanical perfumery.  Experiment to make your favorite fragrance!

Muhuhu is used as a sacred anointing oil in ceremonial times and is great for use before mediation.  Try
massaging into bottom of the feet or placing over the third eye with intention.  

Ingredients: Wildcrafted, Steam-Distilled Muhuhu Essential Oil from Kenya.

*Please Be Advised: These products are not intended to cure, heal, diagnose or treat any disease.


